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Abstract: This paper investigates a passive control method of a point absorbing wave energy 

converter by considering the displacement and velocity constraints under irregular waves in 

the time domain. A linear generator is used as a power take-off unit, and the equivalent 

damping force is optimized to improve the power production of the wave energy converter. 

The results from nonlinear and linear passive control methods are compared, and indicate 

that the nonlinear passive control method leads to the excitation force in phase with the velocity 

of the converter that can significantly improve the energy production of the converter. 

Keywords: wave energy converter; power take off; passive control; load control;  

irregular waves; time domain 

 

1. Introduction 

Wave energy is the transport of power by ocean surface waves, and it has high availability, density 

and good predictability compared to other renewable sources. A variety of technologies for converting 

wave energy to electricity have been developed in the past decades [1–5]. This paper focus on a wave 

energy converter (WEC) concept developed at the Swedish Centre for Renewable Electric Energy 

Conversion at Uppsala University [6–8]. As shown in Figure 1 [9], the WEC contains two main parts,  

a floating buoy and a submerged linear generator. The buoy captures the energy from the ocean waves.  
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It has a small radius compared to the wave length, and thus belongs to the point absorber category.  

The linear generator plays the role of power take-off (PTO) system, and is connected to the buoy via a 

rope. The motion of the buoy drives the translator to move up and down, thereby converting mechanical 

energy into electrical energy. This WEC concept has been validated by theory and extensive real sea 

trials [9,10]. 

 

Figure 1. WEC concept developed at Uppsala University. No springs are present for the L12 

version and WEC model in this paper. 

Early studies indicate how the power output of the WEC is influenced by the sea state, buoy 

characteristics and PTO damping [11–13]. The first is given by the chosen location, but the other two 

can be altered and optimized in the mechanical design and dimensioning of the buoy and the choice of 

generator type and load connection. To optimize the PTO damping, both mechanical and electrical 

damping control strategies can be implemented with or without considering the restricted displacement 

amplitude of the WEC [14–16]. 

In the mechanical control, some mechanical mechanisms are implemented to adjust the PTO force 

and optimize the velocity of the PTO’s moving parts. Latching control [17,18] and clutching control [19] 

are two representative methods for this. Latching control blocks and drops the buoy at suitable time 

instants to adjust the excitation force in phase with the velocity of the buoy [20]. Clutching control 

couples and decouples the machinery to let the buoy move freely in periods. In that way, the optimal 

phase condition can be obtained without reactive power flow in the machinery. 

While the mechanical control must be operated near the PTO side in the ocean, the operation of the 

electrical damping control can be arranged on shore since the electricity produced by the PTO can be 

transmitted over a long distance to the electrical circuits on land, which is more convenient and 

economical. In the electrical damping control, the values of the electrical components, such as a resistor 

or capacitor, are adjusted to improve the performance of the WEC. The PTO force  can be 
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decomposed into two components, one is about the velocity  and another is about the displacement 

, viz. , where  and  are coefficients that should be nonnegative. 

Two main strategies for the electrical control are passive control [21,22] and active control [23–25]. 

For passive control, the reactive component of the PTO is set to zero, and only  is controlled. The active 

control necessitates tuning of both  and , which requires bidirectional power flow between the PTO 

and device. This leads to a large energy exchange [26]. Furthermore, the reactive control involves high 

oscillating excursion, which is unacceptable for a linear generator. There are two main advantages for 

passive control. One is that it can be implemented in a simple way, and another is that the passive control 

can significantly decrease the ratio of peak power to mean power produced by the WEC [27]. This paper 

focuses on the passive control method for the WEC. 

For the passive control, different time scales can be applied for the damping tuning. The simplest case 

is that the damping coefficient  is constant and will never be tuned, which corresponds to linear passive 

control (LPC). Then the PTO force will be proportional to the velocity. However, the sea state is not 

regular and varies with time. Therefore, it is necessary to tune  with time to maximize the power 

absorbed from the ocean waves. In this case, the passive control is nonlinear. The control diagram is 

shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that the implementation of these control schemes are highly 

dependent on the controllers, which are not discussed in this paper. 

 

Figure 2. Control diagram for the WEC. 

Some theoretical and experimental studies of passive control have been investigated. Budal & Falnes 

first showed that the absorbed energy can be converted into electrical energy by a generator and this 

performance can be improved by adjustable load resistance [4]. Later, Hals compared the passive control 

method with other methods under regular and irregular waves, and results show that the passive control 

has lower peak-mean power ratio, corresponding to a smoother power fluctuation [27]. In another  

study [21], assuming the damping coefficient tuned at a time scale ranging from hourly to annually, the 

passive control method is used to evaluate power output of the Oregon coast for the whole year, where 

the power is calculated in the frequency domain. Furthermore, the time domain study is needed if the 

constraints are considered. In recent studies [28,29], Bacelli et al. studied the maximization of energy 
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production of WECs under displacement constraint based on the approximation of the motion of the 

WEC and of the PTO force by means of a combination of basis functions. 

In this paper, using the same basis functions, the motion of the WEC and the PTO force are expanded 

in terms of truncated Fourier series. The motion constraints and the sign of the damping coefficient are 

considered in the solution. The damping coefficients are tuned with time under the irregular waves to 

maximize the mean power within a fixed time horizon. Therefore our approach belongs to the category 

of nonlinear passive control (NPC). It should be noted that the damping coefficients are required to be 

nonnegative here, something that is usually ignored by other investigators. This corresponds to the 

physical characteristics of a resistor in electrical circuits, which means its value must be nonnegative, 

and the resistor will always consume power no matter whether the voltage is positive or negative.  

A displacement constraint is necessary for the linear generator, since it plays a role in protecting the hull 

of the generator from being struck by the translator. Reference [30] indicates that the induced peak 

voltage of the generator and velocity amplitude have a correlation, and even coincide, so that the peak 

voltage can be limited by introducing a constraint on the velocity amplitude. The influence of the 

displacement constraint and the velocity constraint to the performance of the WEC under regular waves 

has been investigated in our previous work [31]. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the dynamic model of the point absorber WEC 

is established, and the resulting optimization problem is presented in a standard format with the cost 

function and constraints. In Section 3, simulation results are demonstrated and discussed. Finally,  

the paper is concluded in Section 4. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Wave Model 

In order to evaluate the performance of the WEC in real seas, the analysis of the WEC under irregular 

waves is necessary. For ocean waves driven by wind, the superposition theory can be used to describe 

the irregular waves under the assumption that the wave heights are small compared to the wave length. 

Then the irregular wave elevation can be created by summing regular wave components of small height, 

random phase, and different frequencies [32], as follows: 

ξ cos Ɵ  (1)

where , Ɵ , α  are the angular frequency, phase, amplitude of the ith harmonic wave 

respectively, and  is the fundamental angular frequency from: 

/  (2)

where  is the maximum frequency component present in the spectrum and N is the number of  

wave components. 

The wave amplitude can be derived from the wave spectrum  as: 

2  (3)

where 0 is the wave frequency interval. 
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Ocean waves are produced by the wind. The faster the wind, the longer the wind blows, and the bigger 

the fetch over which the wind blows, the bigger the waves. To describe the ocean wave spectrum, various 

idealized spectra have been used. The Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, a relatively simple spectrum, is 

used to describe the case where the wind blew steadily for a long time over a long fetch. If the wave 

spectrum is not fully developed, the JONSWAP spectrum can be used instead. Assuming a fully 

developed sea, a modified Pierson-Moskowitz Spectrum defined by the significant wave height and the 

peak wave period can be described as [33]: 

5π
exp

20π
 (4)

where w is wave angular frequency, Tp the peak wave period, Hs the significant wave height. 

The nth spectral moment can be expressed in terms of the moments of the spectral function as: 

 (5)

and the energy period is defined as 	 / . 

2.2. WEC Model 

For simplicity, only heave motion is considered here. Assuming that the fluid flow is inviscid, 

incompressible, and irrotational, the motion of the WEC can be expressed according to Newton’s  

law as: 

 (6)

where m is the total mass of the buoy and translator and  is the vertical acceleration of the WEC. 

 is the PTO force.	  is the total wave force, which is the sum of the excitation force , 

the radiation force  and the hydrostatic restoring force  i.e.: 

 (7)

The excitation force is produced by an incident wave acting on the fixed body. For regular waves, the 

excitation force is a harmonic function of time. For irregular waves, the excitation force can be 

represented as the summation of the individual force components as [32]: 

σ cos φ  (8)

where σ  and φ  are the coefficient and phase of the excitation force under the ith harmonic wave, 

and can be calculated using, e.g., the commercial boundary element method solver WAMIT [34]. 

The radiation force is the part of the hydrodynamic force produced by oscillation of the buoy in calm 

water. It can be approximated by the state-space method or presented by: 

τ τ (9)

where  is the infinite-frequency limit of added mass,  the impulse response function. 
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The hydrostatic restoring force is proportional to the buoy displacement, and can be expressed as: 

 (10)

where gπ  is the hydrostatic stiffness coefficient with  being the radius of buoy,  the water 

density, and g the gravitational acceleration. 

2.3. Modelling of Power Absorption under Constraints 

In this paper, trigonometric functions are chosen as the basis functions, and the basis vector can be 

expressed as: 

cos , sin , cos 2 , sin 2 , … , cos , sin  (11)

The velocity of the WEC can be approximated by the Fourier series, and then expressed in terms of the 

basis vectors as: 

≅	 cos sin  (12)

where 1, 1, 2, 2,…… . , , , and the “T” superscript indicates the transpose of a vector. 

For linear passive control, the PTO force can be expressed as , where the damping 

coefficient  is a constant scalar. For nonlinear passive control, the damping coefficient varies with time, 

and the optimal values can be derived if the optimal velocity and PTO force are known. The PTO force 

in the nonlinear case can be expressed as: 

≅	 cos sin  (13)

where , , , , …… . , , .  The excitation force can be expressed as  

	 , where , , , , …… . , , , and 	 	σ 	 cos	 φ ,  

	 	 σ 	 sin	 φ . 

Then the approximate solution to the motion equation can be found as follows (the derivation can be 

found in reference [28]): 

 (14)

The matrix  is block diagonal and its lth block elements can be expressed as follows  

with  = 1, 2… N: 

δ
 (15)

where δ / ,  is the added mass,  is the damping coefficient. 

Then the energy produced by the WEC in the time range [0 T] can be expressed as: 

 (16)

Taking a long time average, the mean power can be expressed as: 

1
2

 (17)
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For the passive control, no directional power flow will occur between the device and the PTO, which 

is one of the differences from the reactive control. Therefore the power produced by the WEC is always 

nonnegative, i.e., the opposite sign of the power consumed by the PTO. This is the reason for the negative 

sign in Equations (16) and (17). 

Two motion constraints are considered here, viz. the displacement constraint and the velocity 

constraint. The displacement constraint implies that the displacement of the buoy at time  must not 

exceed a limiting value, which can be expressed as: 

| |  (18)

where  is the limiting value of the displacement. 

The velocity constraint can similarly be expressed as: 

| |  (19)

where  is the limiting value of the velocity. 

For a given time horizon, i.e., for a constant , the maximum energy can be found if and only if the 

mean power is found. Then the objective of the paper can be converted into an optimization problem: 

find the optimal velocity or passive damping coefficients to maximize the mean power. This can be 

expressed in the standard form: 
minimize   

subject to 

| |
| |

0
 (20)

where  is the cost function. 

2.4. Numerical Solution and Benchmark 

The damping coefficients, which are required to be nonnegative, can be considered as independent 

variables. This constraint can be converted into the requirement that the power produced by the  

WEC is always nonnegative, viz. 	 	 	 0	 , 
Equation (20) can be rewritten as follows, 

minimize   

subject to 

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

0

 
(21)

where , , , , …… . , , , and	 sin / , cos / . 

Equation (21) is an optimization problem for the dependent variable , and is solved using MATLAB 

by the active-set method. The constraints are imposed only at specified time instants  in the 

range [0, T],  are integers starting from zero and the time step is 0.1	 s. Hydrodynamic 

parameters, added mass and damping, are frequency dependent and calculated using the boundary 

potential flow solver WAMIT. Main parameters of the WEC used in the following calculation are shown 

in Table 1. 
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The ability of the WEC for extracting power from the ocean waves can be evaluated by the capture 

width ratio (CWR), defined as: 

100 (22)

where  is the diameter of the buoy. The available power  is the total time averaged power in the 

incident wave train per unit crest length and can be expressed as: 

 (23)

where  is given in the deep water approximation as ρg /64π. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Performance of the WEC in One Sea State 

The motion and forces of the WEC are approximated by truncated Fourier series, therefore a proper 

length of the Fourier series is required in the control scheme. To study the convergence and stability of 

the control scheme, a sample irregular wave with a significant height of 2 m and a peak period of 5.24 s 

is used, as shown in Figure 3. Different values of  are used in the calculation, and the result is 

convergent for each value. Figure 4 indicates that the mean power increases with the value of ,  

and tends to stabilize when 	 80. The value 100 is used in the following calculation, and  

0.1	rad/s, 120	s are held constant throughout the rest of this paper. 

Table 1. Main parameters of the wave energy converter (WEC). 

Items Value 

Buoy radius 2.0 m 
Buoy draft 1.5 m 
Free stroke 1.5 m 
Buoy mass 5302.0 kg 

Translator mass 14.0 ton 
Length of stator 2.0 m 

Water depth 25.0 m 

 

Figure 3. The sample irregular wave elevation and its spectrum.  = 2 m,  = 5.24 s. 
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Figure 4. Mean power using different values of . Constraints are  = 2.0 m/s, 	
 = 1.5 m. 

The excitation force corresponding to this irregular wave and the resulting optimal motion from the 

NPC are shown in Figure 5. The numerical simulation results in the time domain indicate that the 

excitation force and the velocity of the WEC are in phase. It should be noted that the velocity of the 

WEC increases fast to the peak value from zero and then decreases quickly to zero, where the velocity 

will be kept at zero for a proper time during some instants and the corresponding displacement will be 

held constant. The phase shift performance is also reported in the latching control, where the 

displacement of the WEC is latched. 

 

Figure 5. Velocity and excitation force of the WEC under the NPC restricting the sign  

of C to be nonnegative. Constraints are  = 2.0 m/s,  = 1.5 m. Sea state is  
 = 2.0 m,  = 5.24 s. 
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In the traditional latching control, a large external force is needed to lock the motion of the WEC to 

maximize the absorbed power, and the optimal displacement amplitude of the translator can be very 

high. Using displacement constraints, the stroke will be limited to the required range and stops the 

translator from striking the hull of the generator. As shown in Figure 5, the displacement of the WEC 

does not exceed the constraint, and a large PTO force is also required in the NPC. It should be pointed 

out that the optimal damping coefficients are not shown directly in this figure, but can be calculated from 

its relationship with velocity and PTO force. The performance of the WEC under the NPC method will 

be evaluated in the following. 

3.2. Influence of the Sign of Damping Coefficient 

In the passive control, the PTO will not deliver energy back to the WEC, and all the power delivered 

to the PTO will be consumed by the damping part, which is the main difference compared to the reactive 

control. Therefore, no matter whether the buoy moves up or down, the PTO will always consume power 

and the power produced by the WEC will always be nonnegative. It was pointed out earlier that the sign 

of the damping coefficient, , should be defined to be nonnegative in the algorithm. The instantaneous 

power produced by the WEC under the irregular waves shown in Figure 3 using the NPC with or without 

restricting the sign of damping coefficient are plotted in Figure 6. The results show that the NPC with 

no restriction on the sign results in negative instantaneous power. This is possible for reactive control 

but not possible for passive control. The mean power produced using NPC in this case is 10.5% higher 

than that produced by NPC with nonnegative , as shown in Table 2. The two methods also lead to big 

difference in the peak power and the ratio of peak power to mean power. 

 

Figure 6. Instantaneous power of the WEC under NPC with or without restricting the sign 
of .  = 2.0 m/s,  = 1.5 m.  = 2.0 m,  = 5.24 s. 
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Table 2. Results under different requirements of the damping coefficient.  = 2.0 m,  = 5.24 s. 

Item Restricting the Sign of C to Nonnegative No Restriction on the Sign of C 

Mean power [W] 29700.0 32800.0 
Peak power [W] 325400.0 702200.0 

Peak/Mean 11.0 21.0 

More sea states were considered to evaluate the difference between the two methods. As shown in 

Figure 7, the CWR decreases with the energy period in the shown range. The value is higher without the 

restriction of the signs of the damping coefficient. The relative difference is used to compare the results, 

and it can be as high as 17.9% for the energy period  = 7.79 s. 

 

Figure 7. Capture width ratio of the WEC under NPC with or without restriction on the sign of 

. The relative difference is defined as relative difference = (CWR1 − CWR2)/CWR2 × 100, 

where CWR1 and CWR2 are the capture width ratios with no restriction and with restriction 

on the sign of ,  respectively. The constraints are  = 2.0 m/s,  = 1.5 m.  

The significant wave height is  = 2.0 m. 

3.3. Influence of the Constraints 

Figure 8 shows the capture width ratios of the WEC under three velocity constraints and  

two displacement constraints with the wave energy period in the range [2s, 11s]. Results indicate that 

the CWR decreases with the energy period, and that it is influenced by the motion constraints. When the 

velocity constraint is held constant, the CWR for the same energy period increases with the value of the 

displacement constraint. When the displacement constraint is held constant ( 1.0	m  or  

1.5	m), the CWR increases with the value of the velocity constraint. As shown in the cases with 

1.5	m, the increase of the CWR under same sea state is very large when the velocity constraint 

is changed from 1.0 m/s to 2 m/s, while it is very small when the velocity constraint is changed from  

2.0 m/s to infinity. 
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Figure 8. Performance of the WEC under NPC with different constraints. 	= 2.0 m. 

It is well known that, the displacement of the buoy needs to be increased quickly to an optimal value 

and held for a certain time in the latching control, which requires a fast increase and decrease of the 

velocity. Here, both proper values of displacement and velocity constraints are also required. If lower 

values are used as the constraints, less power will be produced and a large improvement in the 

performance of the WEC can be achieved by increasing the value of the velocity constraint or  

the displacement constraint. On the other hand, no improvements will be achieved by changing the  

velocity constraint if the velocity of the buoy is already fast enough for the corresponding  

displacement constraint. 

3.4. Performance of the NPC under More Sea States 

To evaluate the performance of the WEC under the NPC, the results from the LPC have been 

calculated for comparison. For the LPC, the damping coefficient is constant, and the optimal value will 

be chosen by the designer. Its value has a significant influence on the performance of the WEC.  

As shown in Figure 9a, the CWR is a function of the damping coefficient [35]. The peak value of CWR 

for the WEC under this sea state is approximately 26.6% when the damping coefficient is 290.0 kN·s/m. 

It should be pointed out that the performance of the WEC also varies with the sea states using the 

same constant damping coefficient. To have a better comparison, different optimum damping values are 

used in different sea states in the calculation of LPC, as shown in Figure 9b. The CWR using LPC 

decreases with the energy period. The CWR using the NPC also varies with the energy period, but its 

value is higher under the same sea states, which corresponds to a better performance of the WEC.  

The ratio between the CWRs from two methods are calculated for comparison. 

As shown in Figure 9b, the ratio increases approximately from 4.5 to 6.2 with the energy period, and 

then decreases to 4.5, corresponding to that the CWR using the NPC is at least 4.5 times that of the LPC 

in the shown range of energy period. 
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Figure 9. (a) Capture width ratio as a function of the damping coefficient with energy period 

2.68	s; (b) The comparison of the results under NPC and LPC. NPC/LPC is the ratio 

between the CWRs from NPC and LPC. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, a passive control model for a point absorber wave energy converter connected to a 

nonlinear load has been described. A time domain simulation has been used to evaluate the performance 

of the wave energy converter under irregular waves considering the realistic constraints on velocity and 

displacement. The results indicate that the excitation force and the velocity are in phase. The 

performance of the WEC is sensitive to the motion constraints. The sign of the damping coefficient 

should be considered and requiring it to be nonnegative has a substantial influence on the results. 

Compared to the classical linear passive control, the nonlinear passive control including constraints 

can significantly improve the performance of the WEC by more than four times in the studied range of 

energy period. This nonlinear passive control also enlarges the bandwidth of the wave energy converter [36]. 
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